Our business, our services

Designer of filling machines
A recognized know-how in proven filling and seaming technologies, at the service of our customers and their products.

An expert commercial and technical team offers you a full follow up:

- Study of your projects
- Tests in our laboratory
- Manufacturing
- Site installation
- Training center
- After sales services
- Maintenance contract
- Reconditioning

A well-known worldwide group, a strong corporate culture, an assertive leadership.
Hema proposes the ideal filling solution from 80 ml to 5 liters up to 40,000 containers/hour. We are the supplier of the main machine at the heart of your filling lines.

Innovative range of fillers for dedicated applications. Weight, volumetric or mass flow technology thanks to a modular and flexible conception.

- **Quatro Access**
  - Edible oil
- **Quatro Nutri**
  - Sauces, dressings, juices and sweetened products
- **Quatro Sensi**
  - Dairy and pharmaceutical products
- **Quatro Care**
  - Home and personal care products

Hema Quatro Access
Filler / Capper Monobloc
For edible oil
- **Efficiency & unrivaled filling accuracy**

Combi Quatro Care
Blower / Filler / Capper
For Home care products in PET bottles
- **Flexibility & increased productivity**

Our know how upstream and downstream of the filler
Hema has acquired an unique expertise in the design and manufacture of complete filling lines.
fillers
80 ml to 5 liters up to 40,000 containers/hour. machine at the heart of your filling lines.

Proven construction, volumetric technology
Fluid products, viscous or containing large particulates, such as: sauces and dressings, dairy products, jam, baby food, liquid pâtés...

Closing solutions adapted to your products (caps, aluminium foil, metal lids).

Respect of product & reliability
Inline fillers and seamers

Hema proposes the perfect filling and seaming solution for your pasty products, homogeneous or with pieces.

**Canfill**

Mechanical volumetric filler
1 or 2 filling heads, up to 24,000 cph.
- Mechanical robustness & product integrity

**Canseam**

Filler synchronised to Canseam seamer
- Perfectly matched for your canning lines

**Seamer**

Vacuum or atmospheric seaming up to 9,000 cph for shaped and round cans.
- Accessibility & ease of use

**Angelus**

Atmospheric seaming
Up to 24,000 cph for round cans.
- Modular & hygienic conception

We study and supply the complete line: can depalletizer, washer, filler, labeller and shrink wrapper or case packer up to palletizing.
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